


A hot summer day on a SoCal beach is when & where Nordic Beach was born.
A hot day that turned cold quickly once the sun started to set and the wind shifted,

blowing in directly off the Pacific. It was that moment seeing how a girl had wrapped a cozy
blanket around herself that gave us the vision to design what is now known as Nordic

Beach. A comfy cozy hooded wrap that flatters any age and any body type.
Our carefully thought out & executed design allows for a 1 size fits all.

Wear it anywhere you want to be comfy & cozy and discover
for yourself why so many people who have a Nordic Beach love it so much!

Body Wraps
$35 wholesale

$85 MSRP

Head Wraps
$10 wholesale

$25 MSRP

MSRP must be honored at all times.
Reorders not allowed if pricing is discounted

About Us

The Details
• 1 size fits all

• Hooded for extra comfort

• Nice size pockets for small objects

• Comes with lightweight carrying case

• Banded sleeves for a tight fit
and no bulk to get in your way

Minimum Opening & Re-Orders - 12 Pieces
*15 piece order has best shipping value
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Neutrals *best Sellers!

Easy Care
+ 

Super Cozy

NB-KG-BW

KOALA GREY

NB-KG-HW

NB-BL-BW

BLACK LICORICE

Our signature light & fluffy, 
super soft cotton candy 

fabric is 100% micro poly 
and super easy to care for.

NB-BL-HW

NB-GK-BW

GREY KITTEN

NB-GK-HW

NB-FF-BW

FLUFFY FRAPPE

NB-FF-HW
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NB-CC-BW

NB-BC-BW

NB-BC-HW

NB-CC-HW

NB-MN-BW

NB-MN-HW

NB-OU-BW

NB-OU-HW

NB-DC-BW

NB-DC-HW

Darks

BUTTERSCOTCH

CHOCOLATE CHERRY MIDNIGHT NAVY OLIVE U

DARK CHOCOLATE
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NB-BW-BW

NB-EV-BW

NB-EV-HW

NB-LD-BW

NB-LD-HW

NB-BW-HW

NB-BB-BW

NB-BB-HW

NB-SL-BW NB-RV-BW

NB-SL-HW NB-RV-HW

NB-CB-BW NB-PH-BW

NB-CB-HW NB-PH-HW

Brights

EXOTIC VIOLET LEMON DROP

BLUSH WINE BLUE BIRD SOFT LILAC RED VELVET

CASHMERE BLUE PINK HEAVEN
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